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o  I affirm that I am a worker, and that I am not an employer

o  I agree to abide by the IWW constitution

o  I will study its principles and make myself acquainted with its purposes.

Name: __________________________________________________

Address: ________________________________________________

City, State, Zip: ___________________________________________

Occupation: _____________________________________________

Phone: ____________________  E-mail: ______________________

Amount Enclosed: _________________

The IWW is a union for all workers, a union dedicated to organizing on the  
job, in our industries and in our communities both to win better conditions  
today and to build a world without bosses, a world in which production and 

distribution are organized by workers ourselves to meet the needs of the entire 
population, not merely a handful of exploiters.

We are the Industrial Workers of the World because we organize industrially 
 – that is to say, we organize all workers on the job into one union, rather than dividing 
workers by trade, so that we can pool our strength to fight the bosses together. 

Since the IWW was founded in 1905, we have recognized the need to build a 
truly international union movement in order to confront the global power of the 
bosses and in order to strengthen workers’ ability to stand in solidarity with our 
fellow workers no matter what part of the globe they happen to live on.

We are a union open to all workers, whether or not the IWW happens to have 
representation rights in your workplace. We organize the worker, not the job, recog-
nizing that unionism is not about government certification or employer recognition 
but about workers coming together to address our common concerns. Sometimes 
this means striking or signing a contract. Sometimes it means refusing to work with 
an unsafe machine or following the bosses’ orders so literally that nothing gets done. 
Sometimes it means agitating around particular issues or grievances in a specific 
workplace, or across an industry. 

Because the IWW is a democratic, member-run union, decisions about what issues 
to address and what tactics to pursue are made by the workers directly involved.

TO JOIN: Mail this form with a check or money order for initiation and your first 
month’s dues to: IWW, Post Office Box 23085, Cincinnati OH 45223.

Initiation is the same as one month’s dues. Our dues are calculated according 
to your income. If your monthly income is under $1,000, dues are $6 a month. If 
your monthly income is between $1,000 - $2,000, dues are $12 a month. If your 
monthly income is over $2,000 a month, dues are $18 a month.

Membership includes a subscription to the Industrial Worker.

Join the IWW

In Tacoma, send to: IWW, PO Box 5464, Tacoma WA 98415-0464



In our modern age its seems as if we working people have little or no voice in the 
affairs that affect us. Countless people speak to us about what they believe are our 
needs, acting as if our needs will be fulfilled by merely following them . The reality 
is our economic situation is only getting worse. Wages are lower after inflation, our 
rent is on the rise and health care has become one of the most crucial concerns of 
working people today. While things are getting worse for working people the corpora-
tions have been organizing toward their interests and as a result a greater percentage 
of the wealth that is produced from our labor is going to continue to flow back to 
the few who already have great wealth. Therefore it is in the best interest of working 
people to organize and ultimately change the economic situation we face.

Organizing in our own self-interest means doing things for ourselves and learn-
ing to speak for ourselves. No matter how well intentioned others may be, only we 
working people can do that which needs to be done for our own well-being. This 
pamphlet explains how we can organize for our own best interest.

The Working Class Experience
It has always been true that, as long as there have been employers and employ-

ees, the employers have sought to pay their employees the lowest possible wage and 
work them the hours that most benefit the employers’ profits. In trying to make a 
better life for themselves, working people have sought to gain a larger percentage of 
the wealth that their labor produces. The struggle to make a better life led working 
people to organize the first unions.

In those days most companies were based upon the workers’ trade, divided by 
bakers, pipe fitters, carpenters, shoe makers and so on. Thus the first unions re-
flected this division, explaining the creation of trade unions. As industry progressed 
however there were companies that employed workers from a number of different 
trades and some unskilled workers. Having a separate union for each trade and few 
people willing to organize unskilled workers, the trade unions were left weak and 
sometimes fought among themselves. Sometimes this situation even brought about 
union scabbing — where a union at one company would be on strike and another 
union would cross their picket line and continue to work.

In order to unite all workers on the job, industrial unionism was created. With 
industrial unionism all the workers, skilled and unskilled, on the same job are or-
ganized into the same union. This led to stronger unions.

In the early days of unions most organizing was done one shop at a time. This 
is called single shop organizing. This was found to be a weakness because since 
some shops were organized and other shops were not, the employers could cause 
workers to compete with each other to work for less. This led the trade unions to 
organize local and national unions. Then when industrial unionism came along 
these industrial unions sought to organize whole industries. This became known 
as industrial organizing.

The unions found that, to create greater solidarity and to share resources, band-
ing together made them stronger. Thus you had the creation of labor federations 
of affiliated unions. There was still a weakness in this form of organization in that 

process toward ending class conflict once and for all. The current economic system 
not only exploits working people and keeps us in want, but it is also behind most 
of the wars around the world where working people fight other working people for 
the benefit of a few. The economic system is also behind the great abuse done to 
the environment. The only true way to end class conflict, improve the conditions 
of workers, end needless war, and protect our environment is for working people to 
take control of the means of production.

When the organized power of the working class is stronger than the organized 
power of the employing class, then we will be able to withhold all production and 
services to the employing class and turn our production toward the well-being of 
our class and Mother Earth. At that point we will have created a Commonwealth 
of Toil.

Preamble to the IWW Constitution
The working class and the employing class have nothing in common. 

There can be no peace so long as hunger and want are found among millions 
of working people and the few, who make up the employing class, have all 
the good things of life.

Between these two classes a struggle must go on until the workers of the 
world organize as a class, take possession of the means of production, abolish 
the wage system, and live in harmony with the earth.

We find that the centering of the management of industries into fewer and 
fewer hands makes the trade unions unable to cope with the ever-growing 
power of the employing class. The trade unions foster a state of affairs which 
allows one set of workers to be pitted against another set of workers in the 
same industry, thereby helping defeat one another in wage wars. Moreover, 
the trade unions aid the employing class to mislead the workers into the belief 
that the working class have interests in common with their employers.

These conditions can be changed and the interest of the working class 
upheld only by an organization formed in such a way that all its members in 
any one industry, or all industries if necessary, cease work whenever a strike 
or lockout is on in any department thereof, thus making an injury to one an 
injury to all.

Instead of the conservative motto, “A fair day’s wage for a fair day’s work,” 
we must inscribe on our banner the revolutionary watchword, “Abolition of 
the wage system.”

It is the historic mission of the working class to do away with capitalism. 
The army of production must be organized, not only for the everyday struggle 
with capitalists, but also to carry on production when capitalism shall have 
been overthrown. By organizing industrially we are forming the structure of 
the new society within the shell of the old. 



many workers were left unorganized and at times the affiliated unions would fight 
with each other over jurisdiction.

As industry became more international the labor federations, which were mostly 
national, found themselves competing with workers in other parts of the world. A 
number of them became nationalist in nature which only played into the hands of 
the employers.

In many unions a new class of members was created. This new class was made 
up of union bosses and often the direct interests of the union bosses were not the 
same as the direct interest of the union members on the job. This would at times 
create internal struggles between the two interests that led to the weakening of 
those unions.

In 1905 veteran unionists came together in a founding convention in order to 
create, based upon their collective union experience, the strongest possible labor 
organization that would be controlled not by a new class of union bosses but by the 
organized working people themselves. This new organization included industrial 
unionism, but rather than affiliated unions, the industrial unions would be a part 
of the entirely new structure of this organization. All workers in the same industry 
would belong to the same industrial union. And all organizing would have the pur-
pose of organizing all the workers in each industry. 

Real Industrial Organizing
These veterans realized that national unionism could not carry on the struggle 

with the international companies and thus this new organization had to be an in-
ternational organization.

To these veteran unionists it seemed that the conflict between the employers 
and the employees would go on forever unless this new organization sought to put 
an end to class conflict. It was clear that industry could not do without working 
people for without them nothing that society needs is produced. But the employers 
do nothing but collect the profit of the working people’s labor and the only way to 
put an end to class conflict is for those who do the labor to collectively control the 
means of production and use their production for the benefit of all.

This new labor organization was named the Industrial Workers of the World 
(IWW).

The Organizational Structure of the IWW
IWW Group: A group of IWW members who come together for the purpose 

of forming an IWW Branch.
Industrial Union (IU) Branch: All workers within a geographic area that 

belong to the same IU.
General Membership Branch (GMB): All IWW members within an area that 

don’t belong to organized IU Branches.
IU Job Branch: Workers on the same job organized together. A job branch is a 

branch of a local Industrial Union Branch or General Membership Branch.
IU Job Shop: The establishment of an IWW-IU Union Shop. This means that 

the environment of our world.
Every worker throughout the world has the right to withhold their labor as 

means to advance the above principles.
No worker throughout the world should ever be a scab.
A. No worker should ever cross the picket line of striking workers.
B. No worker should ever supply a shop on strike with goods or services.
C. No worker should ever handle scab goods.
D. No worker should ever consume scab goods.
E. No worker should ever do the work that striking workers would have done 

if they were not on strike.
F. Whenever workers are faced with government repression because of their 

right to organize and strike then all workers have the right to withhold their 
labor from the companies and industries profiting from that repression and 
a universal boycott should be in place on all goods going to and from that 
country, and on the companies profiting from repression in that country.

Every strike or job action is a class action and should be supported by direct 
solidarity unless that action violates the Principles of Labor Solidarity.

Labor Solidarity needs to become a part of international working class culture 
and practiced on a daily basis.

Direct Action
The IWW believes that working people should, when ever possible, not delegate 

to others that which they should do for themselves. In industrial action this means 
working people taking direct action themselves in their own self-interest. Direct 
action means action directed at the source of a problem by those who the problem 
affects.

All Workers Together
In the IWW no worker is any less of a worker than any other worker. The 

worker’s sex, race, religion, nationality, or any other factor does not matter. There 
are no second-class workers in the IWW. The IWW is an organization of workers, 
organized by workers and controlled by workers. In the IWW, all members have an 
equal say in the affairs of the organization. We have no second-class IWW members. 
In the IWW, we working people stand together in our common interests.

The Day-To-Day Struggle for Better Conditions
The IWW assists workers in organizing their work places for the purpose of 

improving wages and working conditions. The IWW believes that every worker no 
matter where they work has the right to organize for a better life. No shop is too 
small or too large and we consider every organizing drive of equal importance.

The End To Class Conflict
Every worker who joins the IWW, every shop the IWW organizes, and every job 

action is meant to improve the condition of working people and is an organizational 



the IWW-IU is the recognized union bargaining organization for a shop.
Industrial Unions (IUs): Made up of everyone in the same industry, regardless 

of their wages or job description. For instance, health care workers (nurses, hospital 
maintenance workers, medical technicians, doctors, hospital secretaries, hospital 
social workers, etc.) are all part of the same IU.

Industrial District Council: Made up of all the Branches within a region.
Industrial Department: All Related IUs organized together.
Amalgamated Unions: There are times when different Industrial Unions need to 

work together in organizing and direct job actions. In this case the Industrial Unions 
can join together into Amalgamated Unions while at the same time continuing as 
Industrial Unions.

Regional Organizing Committees (ROCs): ROCs are used to build the IWW 
within different regions before IDCs or administrations are formed.

IWW General Administration: IWW General Administrations are organized 
within different countries or groups of countries. Each has their own GEB, GHQ, 
and Assemblies.

International Organization: Once two or more administrations are functioning, 
an International GEB is elected and international assemblies are held.

The Organizing Department: The purpose of the Organizing Department is to 
aid component parts of the IWW with organizing training and other assistance.

General Defense Committee (GDC): The purpose of the GDC is to organize 
defense for workers who are arrested in the class struggle.

The International Solidarity Commission (ISC): The purpose of the ISC is 
to organize international solidarity for the struggles of working people.

The One Big Union (OBU): All of the component parts of the IWW internation-
ally make up the One Big Union. There is free universal transfer any time a member 
needs to change which component part of the IWW they belong to.

The IWW Preamble and Constitution: The IWW Preamble and Constitution 
applies to all of the IWW. Different component parts of the IWW have their own 
By-Laws.

All component parts of the IWW are controlled by the membership of each part 
all the way to the One Big Union itself through union democracy.

Delegates, Branches, GEB, GST, GA, By-Laws and more: In an area without 
any IWW organization, things may begin with an appointed delegate. A Delegate 
is a person who signs up new members and collects union dues. Once a group is 
formed then the group elects their own delegate.

If ten or more members exist within an area and they all belong to the same 
Industrial Union, they may organize as an Industrial Union Branch. If ten or more 
members in an area belong to different Industrial Unions, they would then form a 
General Membership Branch.

Each Branch would elect a branch secretary, other officers as needed, and as 
many delegates as they feel they need.

When a region has sufficient strength it may organize a Regional Organizing 
Committee to maintain the union’s organizing needs within that region.

When an area has two or more branches it may organize an Industrial District 
Council.

When there is sufficient organization, a country or groups of countries may set 
up their own administration or section of the IWW.

To take care of union business the IWW has what are called General Assemblies 
(GAs), which take place every year.

To maintain the day-to-day business of the IWW, there is a General Headquarters 
which is run by the elected General Secretary-Treasurer (GST) of the IWW. There is 
also a General Administration, which is made up of the GST and an elected General 
Executive Board. The purpose of the General Administration is to maintain the af-
fairs of the IWW between General Assemblies.

All elected union officers are elected directly by the members they represent and 
are subject to recall by those members if necessary.

All-important union matters such as changes to the IWW Constitution are de-
cided by Referendum of union members, and any decision made by union officers 
can be overturned by referendum of the general membership.

Contracts
The IWW will not sign contracts with dues checkoff in them because the IWW 

believes that collecting union dues is a union matter that should only be done by 
the union itself.

The IWW seeks to move away from no strike clauses in union contracts because 
to give up the right to strike removes a powerful weapon to enforce the contract, to 
deal with other important issues on the job, and removes the most powerful weapon 
in the solidarity of the working class.

Working Class Solidarity
In the IWW every worker is important to us and it does not matter if the job 

struggle is that of one worker or a million workers. This is what is meant by the part 
of our Preamble that states “an injury to one is an injury to all. “ The greatest tool in 
the worker’s struggle is solidarity. The following are Principles of Labor Solidarity:

Principles of Labor Solidarity:
Every worker on every job throughout the world has a right to organize with 

their fellow workers in their common interests.
Every worker throughout the world has a right to a living wage, safe and healthy 

working conditions, and health care coverage.
Every worker throughout the world has a right to labor free of harassment 

and discrimination based upon race, sex, nationality, religion, or any other form of 
bigotry.

Every worker throughout the world has the right to refuse to participate in or 
support wars where working people of one country are used to fight and kill work-
ing people of another country.

Every worker throughout the world has the right and responsibility to protect 


